
South Central Railway 
Divisional Office, 
Personnel Branch, 

Guntakal, 
No.SCR/P-GTL/210 (a)/M7/DSL-Eelct/Tech-11 Dt: 30.06.2022. 

Q.0.No. 609 /2022/DSL-ELECTRICAL 
Sub: Promotions of Tech-11/DSL-Elect Wing in Diesel Mechanical wing of Diesel Sheds/GY & GTL 

Division. 
Ref: This office Select list Dt.23.02.2022. 

**** 

The following Employees working as Tech-IlI (DSL Electrical. wing) in level-2 of 7th CPC Pay Matrix 
(GP.Rs.1900), was found suitable for promotion as Technician-II (DSL-Electrical. wing) in level-4 of 7th CPC Pay 
Matrix (GP Rs.2400) vide this office memorandum cited under reference, are now promoted as Tech-II (DSL-
Electrical. wing) in level-4 of 7th CPC Pay Matrix (GP.Rs.2400) and posted to the Diesel sheds as mentioned against 
each, The pay fixed on promotion of the employees pay fixation will follow. Their pay should be affected from the 
date of shouldering higher responsibilities 

S. 
Name of the Employee 

(S/Shri/Smt)/PF.No 
No Present designation and station Promoted as and posted. 

G.Bhaskar& N1250352 Tech-111/DSL-Electrical/ GTL TECH-1I/DSL-Electrical/GTL 
Naveen Kumar Sharma 

Tech-I1I /DSL-Electrical/ GY TECH-II/DSL-Electrical/GY & 1190024 
3 M.Saritha & 

29801414 
4 M.Surekha & GTL16310 

Tech-III /DSL-Electrical/GTL TECH-1I/DSL-Electrical/GTL. 

Tech-II1/DSL-Electrical/ GY TECH-II/DSL-Electrical/GY. 

(04 employee only) 
The above promotions are subject to the following conditions: 

(01) He should be free DAR/SPE/Vig cases. 

(02) If they are undergoing any penalties, which debars the promotions, they should not be promoted and 

concerned supervisory officials should inform this office immediately. In case any minor penalty of 

withholding of annual increment has been imposed subsequently and yet to become operative or operated, 

the same may be imposed in the higher grade. 
(03) If any of the above employees are not willing to carry out the transfer on promotion, a written declaration to 

that effect may be obtained and forwarded to this office within a fortnight from the date of issue of this 

order. Such unwilling staff will be debarred for promotion for a period of one year in terms of Para-224, 
Chapter-11, IREM-VolI. 

(04) The above promotions are provisional and subject to the outcome of judgement of supreme Court/High 

Court/CAT as the cases may be in respect of writ Appeals/petitions/Applications, if any pending before 

them. 
(05) The promotions shall be provisional and subject to the outcome of the main SLPs and contempt petition (c) 

no314/2016 in SLP no4831/2012-Samata Andolan Samiti through President vs Sanjay Kothari&Ors and 

any other cases pending in any other courts on the above subject. 

(06) In terms of PCPO/SC's Serial Circular No.01/2020 (RBE No.212/2019), they are eligible to opt for fixation of 
pay on promotion after earning one increment in the lower Grade as mentioned under column 7 above, 

within one month from the date of promotion. 

(07) In terms of CPO/SC's instructions vide letter No.SCR/P-HQ/602/RP/Policy dated 23.06.2017 "All the sC/ST 

candidates coming in the purview of general seniority shall be considered against Available Roster Points. 

PTO 



Whenever, in any case if the roster point is consumed and the number of SC/ST employees still appears as per 

the Zone of consideration in the general seniority, he will be promoted and adjusted against future SC/ST 

vacancies. 

The date of effecting changes should be advised to all concerned. 

This has the approval of the Competent Authority. 

(Kishore Kumar Bóras) 
APO(Cadre) 

C/-Sr.DME/DSL/GY & GTL, Sr.DFM/GTL,SSE/DSIL/GY & GTL: for information & necessary action please, 

C/-Ch.OS/Bills, SR & Lc/DSL/GY & GTL, 0.0.File, & DSs/ SCRMU, SCRES, AISCTE ASsn., AIOBCE Assn/GTL. 

South CentraB Raiiway 


